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Alternative Investment Management Association Emerging Managers Webinar (11-16-22) 
Evan H. Katz – Interviewee and Expert Guest Speaker:  Webinar Notes + Discussion Outline 
Evan H. Katz, Managing Director, Crawford Ventures, Inc., New York, NY, (212) 904-0909, EKatz@CrawfordVentures.com 

 
 
AIMA Questions: 

1. Can you please give us a high-level overview of Crawford Ventures and your investors? 
2. When should a fund go to market?  In other words. when is a fund “investor ready”? 
3. What if you do not have much capital in the beginning to build your fund into an investor 

ready phase?  What do you do then, and how do you handle that situation? 
4. How do you make investor contact and how often should you contact investors?  Can you 

please talk about e-mail structure and methods. 
5. How do you think a fund pitchbook (PowerPoint presentation) should be organized?  What 

are some other creative ways that managers can share their story with prospective investors? 
6. What are the differences when it comes to fundraising to, and allocations by, family offices 

and institutional investors? 
7. Can you please talk about how managers should interact with OCIO’s, that is, outsourced chief 

investment officers? 
8. What are some of the fee structures you are commonly seeing fund managers offering? 
9. What strategies are you seeing achieve the most success currently? 
10. How important is selecting the right service providers when it comes to attracting capital? 
11. What red flags do you still see too often coming up in investment due diligence (“IDD”) and 

operational due diligence (“ODD”)? 
12. Can you share a success story about a fund and manager with which you have worked? 
13. What can investment managers do to get on your and your investors’ radar? 

 
Evan H. Katz – Webinar Notes + Discussion and Q&A Outline: 

A. Evan Katz Bio – Managing Director, Crawford Ventures, Wharton, Harvard Law School, 20 
years in alternatives, Hedge Fund Association Board of Directors (2014-2019), alternatives 
newsletter with more than 65,000+ subscribers, and more than 16,000 alts LinkedIn connections. 
Longstanding high-level relationships with ~1,000 institutional investors and family offices.  In 
2022 and 2021, I was nominated in the Hedgeweek awards as the industry’s best fundraiser. 

B. Crawford Website – Contains all of my contact info, and also my 55-tip PowerPoint presentation 
for emerging managers regarding how best to fundraise.  If you would like a copy of my detailed 
notes/outline/tips from today, please e-mail me, and I will send them to you.  You also can watch 
my many E/M fundraising videos on the “Crawford Ventures Evan Katz” YouTube channel. 

C. To Whom You are Pitching – Perhaps the most important thing!  Make sure that the investors 
are open to emerging managers, and allocate to them.  You do not want to be wasting your time.  
And be sure to pitch the correct investors for your strategy and return profile (e.g., if your fund 
typically has 5-15%/year returns, then pitch E/F/P’s; if 15-30%/year returns, then pitch E/F/P’s 
+ FO’s + MFO’s).  Also, be sure to call/e-mail the correct professionals who cover your strategy. 

D. RIA’s – The most underappreciated investor type!  Most hedge, PE and other alternative funds 
mistakenly overlook them.  We have raised many millions of dollars from RIA’s.  Moreover, they 
typically are often much quicker, and also substantially less bureaucratic, than the huge E/F/P’s.  
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E. Cover E-mail – Should not be too long (i.e., not many paragraphs that fill several computer 
screens!).  Nor too short (e.g., “Please see the attached.”)!  Use the e-mail subject header to entice. 

F. PPT – Hire a top professional firm to create a compelling PowerPoint presentation for your fund 
to show to investors.  Do not “roll you own”!  We do great fund PPT’s, and others are good too. 

G. Attachments – For your initial investor e-mail, attach just your fund one-pager and PPT (save 
your DDQ, PPM, LPA and sub docs), not links (investors fly, and they search for attachments). 

H. Correlations – Break out your upside S&P capture (good) and downside S&P capture (bad)! 
I. Org Chart – Definitely include, and also add placeholders for the new hires whom you will be 

adding at a later day, when you have greater AUM.  And be sure to color code the AUM levels.  
Also include anonymous professional biographies if you already have identified the people. 

J. Case Studies – Be sure to include in your PPT a few (not more than three or four) investment 
case study examples, in order to help prospective investors understand your expertise and process. 

K. Short Video – We live in the era of YouTube!  A short but informative fund video (no more than 
2-3 minutes!), with your PM presenting, gives investors a quick “easy look” into learning more 
about your fund, without their having to invest two hours (for a meeting and preparing for it). 

L. Entities & Terms – Use standard entities (Delaware and Cayman) and fee terms (e.g., 2%/20%).  
Do not get fancy!  I can share a few disaster horror stories regarding some hedge and PE funds 
that insisted on using their own unique “better” fee structures, all of which gave investors pause. 

M. Marketing Budget – This is critical!  Have you invested in your own business?  That is, do you 
have sufficient operating and working capital in order to hire a top fundraiser (and administrator, 
auditor and CFO)?  If not, you will be stuck!  If you do not have enough operating capital in order 
to successfully build your firm and fund, then sell 10-20% of your GP to friends/family for $2-5 
million.  It will enable you to grow much faster/greater, and will be the best trade you ever make! 

N. Fundraiser – When you hire one, make sure that he/she both (1) has experience/expertise with 
your strategy, and also (2) knows many investors that will allocate to your fund stage and strategy. 

O. Call Investors – Make sure that your fundraiser periodically picks up a telephone and calls 
investors.  They get a ton of e-mails.  So, calling investors will get you more investors and AUM. 

P. Caller ID – Do not keep repeatedly calling investors during the course of a day, trying to get 
them to answer and pick up their phone!  They have Caller ID too, and never will take your calls! 

Q. Monthly Update – Never send at night, nor on holidays nor weekends!  Investors are with family, 
and your e-mails will get buried by Monday.  This should be obvious, but some funds do this! 

R. Polite Persistence – Follow up once a month with a call and an e-mail (e.g., an e-mail update the 
first week, and a call mid-late month).  Investors are swamped.  They will say no if they are not 
interested.  This is not like dating!  A non-response does not mean that an investor is not interested. 

S. Zoom – Have a uniform firm virtual background (unless you are all together in your conference 
room) and always use high-quality cameras and headsets!  Never use the computer microphone!  
War story about the top hedge fund manager with a cheap microphone who was not understood. 

T. Meeting Homework – Know the investor and its team.  If they are an E/F/P, you usually can 
research and see in what other funds they are invested, and then run the correlations of their current 
hedge fund investments against your fund.  They will be favorably impressed.  Also, always ask 
investors to first introduce themselves and their program.  You will learn important information! 

U. Follow Up – Always send a prompt same- or next-day thank you e-mail, along with the 
answers to any unanswered questions, or a timeline regarding when you will be doing so. 


